Creation of an actual hologram serves as the structure of giving fixed area to the calculated hologram distribution data. For actual optical reproduction, the sinc function corresponding to a reproduction image is generally applied. However, in computer-generated simulation, when calculating hologram data, the sinc function is not taken into consideration. In this paper, analyzed about the reproduction image distribution in actual optical reproduction. As a result, it has checked that a sinc function started a reproduction image approximately by increasing sampling mark.
Introduction
Usually, manufacture of a hologram serves as the structure of giving fixed area to the calculated hologram distribution data. Therefore, in optical reproduction, the sinc function corresponding to a reproduction image is applied. However, in the general simulation, when calculating hologram data, the sinc function is not taken into consideration. Then, this research analyzes about the reproduction image distribution in optical reproduction, and the algorithm of the reproduction image in a simulation is shown. Fig.1 shows Fourier transformation type hologram playback optical system. Two-dimensional intensity distribution should represent in f(x, y), sampled data in f(m, n), hologram distribution data calculate by using f(m, n).
Principle of the hologram

Hologram distribution data represented as W(k, l).
Amplitude distribution of reconstructed image in the sampled point is represented by the following equation.
Where, N is the number of the sampled dispersed points. Generally, when manufacturing hologram, it becomes constant area distribution using the hologram distribution data W (k, l). If this is expressed with one dimension, it will become like Fig.2 . Change discrete value into continuous value in order to have constant area. Therefore, collapse a rectangle wave in a discrete value.
( ) = ( ) * ( )
Where k is the hologram data number, W (k) has a value of
, when u is an integral multiple of ∆ u, and it becomes zero except it. Moreover, rect (u) expresses a rectangular wave, the range of (−
) has a value, and other ranges are 0. The two-dimensional notation of H (u) is shown in the following formula. Moreover, the two-dimensional notation figure of a hologram side is shown in Fig. 3 .
A reproduction image is obtained by Fourier-transform as.
Reproduction image is obtained by Fourier transform H(u). This become multiply square wave Fourier transform and Fourier transformation of hologram size distribution data. Because the sinc function is the Fourier transform of the rectangular wave, would put the sinc function in the reconstructed image. Therefore, in optical reproduction, the reproduction image in the sampling point of ∆ interval serves as the following formula.
Dependence of the sampling mark of the hologram side in a computation simulation
The reproduction image of the usual simulation is denoted by the formula (1) . In this case, one mass of Fig. 3 is treated as a discrete point of one point. However, the reproduction image in consideration of actual hologram serves as a formula (5).In this case, hologram distribution is treated as continuous distribution. Then, one mass of Fig. 3 is subdivided and the mark of the discrete point of hologram increased. The square distribution of one mass of 
Simulation and results
In this section, we analyzed the performance of the proposed method. Next, the experimental details are show as following. 
Conclusion
In this research, it analyzed about the reproduction image distribution in actual optical reproduction. We proposed and the algorithm of the reproduction image in the simulation was shown.
Usually, although the reproduction image needed to be multiplied by the sinc function in the simulation, K= 1, 4, and the reproduction image of 16 were made to indicate that a sinc function starts a reproduction image approximately by increasing sampling mark in a simulation, and the value of the maximum error was made into the graph and checked.
